
How to Leverage the ‘Trust Equation’ to 
Achieve Outsized Authority in Your Market, 
Build Lasting Relationships and Get More 
Leads and Clients…

With Pat Henseler & Meredith Eisenberg

Creating Your Unique Advantage:



Get the Details at:
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“This is a simple route. Other lead generation strategies 
or tools can be tough or complex and typically lead to 
having to bring on an employee to handle. This is user 
friendly.

I navigate it pretty well. I’ve landed a client very quickly from 

this system recently following some of the recommendations 

from your team and overall I just like it, and will continue to 

use it and I expect more deals to follow shortly.”

- Richard Johnson, 21st Century Marketing







“You can become an authority but it does not require you 
to generate all of the content. You can use others content 

to educate yourself, your clients, and your colleagues. This is 

a great way of efficiently delivering value. 

Through Josh’s system, we now have a steady stream of 
people expressing interest in our business. And we just 

had our top month last month and did over 45k in revenue!

We are now on our way to be able to phase out of as much 

in-person and 1-on-1. This will free us up to do more travel, 

and generate more passive income from our training 

program and virtual sessions!”

- Miles Nichols, Owner of Living Love Mindfulness



























Goal: Engage connections. Automate her outreach to 

save time without sacrificing results.

What Worked: Simplifying her process to stay in touch 

with her prospects in a personal way that built stronger 

relationships with her coaching prospects.

Results: Dozens of appointments booked, a host of new 

coaching clients, and a repeatable system to easily do it 

again and again.



“This really helped me within days of using the training I had 
23 requests for a phone call with prospects. I have people 

reaching out to me rather than the other way around. This is a 

nice change of pace. Folks are also more aware of the books 

I've written and the work I do.“

- Janine Bolon, Owner, The 8 Gates









“This week I issued my first invitation to meet to 49 new 

contacts from LinkedIn. Within 48 hours 5 agreed to meet!

These are 5 prospects in my target market who I had no 

knowledge of (and vice versa) just a few weeks ago.

Thanks to everyone who has guided and supported me along 

the way!”

- John Dawson, Dawson McDonald Consulting















Goal: Get their message through in a highly competitive 

niche. 

What Worked: Personal messaging + ongoing social 

authority campaign on LinkedIn.

Results: 4 new high-ticket clients. A more consultative 

(and effective) sales process. Full calendar of 

opportunities.



“No one else in our market is doing this. So instead of cold 

calling prospects or waiting for leads to come to us so we can 

just ask to help with orders, we have a process now that 
allows people to get to know us electronically first, so 
when it does come to the time for them to buy - we much 
better overall process to close them. 

The messaging has led to a much more consultative process 

for our sales pipeline. It’s been much easier to gain 
familiarity with leads we would previously dream about 
and we have gained at least 4 new clients as a result since 
starting this process just a few months back.”

- Carla Corley, Corner Office Consultants

































Goal: Break through the noise to his high-profile targets. 

Create better relationships. Close 4-5 new clients per year.

What Worked: Consistent personal marketing. Emphasis 

on sharing content. Avoiding ‘leghumper’ status.

Results: 3 new clients closed in just his first quarter 

following the Trust Equation.



“I don't know if there's a 'secret sauce' to my campaigns. I think 

most people have failure to execute. They try once or twice for a 

magic bullet sales pitch in their email. My secret sauce is salt and 

pepper. That's all you need to make a steak taste great. 

And for my campaigns, the salt and pepper is just sharing good, 
educational content (videos or blogs) with my ideal clients 
every 3-4 weeks.

Since starting with you guys a few months ago, I've closed 3 clients 

with more on the way. With the clients I typically work with [business 

owners of companies doing $50 mil to $1 bil annual revenue], 4-5 

new clients in a full calendar year is a great year.

This has been like a godsend - the best money I've ever spent 
for my business.”

- John McAlister, The Beringer Group
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Just now you are becoming a factor in your 
prospect’s mind
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to know you
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Goal: Develop consistent outreach system. Eliminate 

time-sucking manual work. 

What Worked: Using their messaging to qualify 

prospects. Creating more time for thoughtful response to 

their best leads.

Results: Improved open rates, conversion rates. And full 

calendar for their sales team.



“We used to attend tradeshows and networking events, but 

did not have a process for efficiently reaching out to the 

contacts we made there and converting them to leads or 

clients. We had stacks of business cards as a big to-do list of 

people to reach out to. 

We then started using this system to reach out to those 

contacts, instantly taking care of a whole stack of cards, and 

found excellent open rates and conversion. 

Since then, we have reached out to cold prospects using the 

same sequence of emails, and have found more conversion 

and interest.

This allows us to focus on customizing the message and the 

prospecting, and takes care of the nitty-gritty time-sucking 

tasks for us. This system allows you to spend your time where 

its most valuable.

- Mary Ann Collishaw, Apps Canada















The Trust Equation 

Masterclass

You’re Invited!



“My revenue doubled after working with Josh and the team. 

And it’s continued to double every year I’ve stuck with 
them. 

I went from 100 clients to 212+ clients in just that first year. If 

you’re a small business and need clients, you’ve got to have a 

system like this in place.

- Mike Mertz, Mertz-International Limited



“We use the system for doing systematic outreach with more 

targeted messaging. We had a virtual summit where we had 

about 10 times the number of participants compared with 

our regular monthly webinars.

This ability to easily send out targeted emails to groups of 

people was much better than either individual emails or big 

bulk emails that were not as targeted. 

This made it all quite easy to do.

We generated over $20,000 in income from the Virtual 

Summit and greatly expanded our network of allies and 

potential clients.“

- Bill Barberg, Insight Formation



“I followed the advice you gave during the training week, I 

sent an email to my contacts that were “dormant” from the 

past couple years and the results were 4 customers 
contacting me again just this week.

I've now got some checking our apartments and houses, 
both are very interested in buying.”

- Diego Cruz, Real Estate








